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Abstract

IMGT/PhyloGene is an on-line software package for comparative analysis of immunoglobulin (IG) and T cell receptor

(TR) variable genes of all vertebrate species, newly implemented in IMGT, the international ImMunoGeneTics information

system w. IMGT/PhyloGene is strongly associated with the IMGT gene and allele nomenclature and with the IMGT unique

numbering for V-REGION, which directly creates standardized alignments from IMGT reference sequences. IMGT/PhyloGene

is the first tool to use the IMGT expertized and standardized data for automated comparative analyses, and the first on-line

software package for phylogenetic reconstruction to be integrated to a sequence database. Starting from a standardized

alignment of selected sequences, IMGT/PhyloGene computes a matrix of evolutionary distances, builds a tree using

the Neighbor-Joining (NJ) algorithm, and outputs various graphical tree representations. The resulting IMGT/PhyloGene tree

is then used as a support for studying the evolution of particular subregions, such as the CDR-IMGT

(Complementarity Determining Regions) or the V-RS (Variable gene Recombination Signals). IMGT/PhyloGene is freely

available at http://imgt.cines.fr.

q 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

IMGT, the international ImMunoGeneTics

information system w [1,2] (http://imgt.cines.fr), is

a high quality information system specializing in

immunoglobulins (IG), T cell receptors (TR) and

major histocompatibily complex (MHC) molecules.

In January 2003, IMGT/LIGM-DB, the IMGT

comprehensive database of IG and TR annotated

sequences, contained more than 67,000 sequences

from 105 vertebrate species. Common access to

these data through IMGT now makes it possible to

perform large scale studies related to the evolution

of immunoglobulin (IG) and T cell receptor (TR)

genes. The IG and TR variable and constant genes
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are organized in clusters of duplicate genes and

multigene families [3,4], assumed to have arisen

through repetitive unequal crossovers. These genes

have recently been the subject of a large number of

evolutionary analysis, e.g. [5–7] for the IG variable

genes, and [8–10] for TR variable genes. Divergent

evolution and evolution by the ‘birth and death’

process are good candidates for explaining the

evolution of these duplicate genes [5,11]. Divergent

evolution (also called diversifying selection) drives

the rapid differentiation of gene sequences, necess-

ary to adapt the spectrum of the immune response

to the environment. Evolution via a ‘birth and

death’ process implies that gene duplications

frequently occur in these gene clusters, and that

many duplicate genes die out from deleterious

mutations. Indeed, it seems that some duplicate

genes are positively selected and confer advantages

to some individuals, while others are not and

become non-functional pseudogenes. The proportion

of observed pseudogenes varies extensively between

clusters within the same species, and also between

species. For example, the proportion of pseudogenes

within the human IG clusters is relatively large [3],

but it is low within all the human TR clusters [4].

Another particular feature of these clusters is that

their size (in term of number of genes) varies

extensively among species [12]. Even within the

same locus (such as the human TRGV cluster for

example), some genes have frequently been dupli-

cated, while some other ones have remained in

single copy through evolution [13]. Comparative

analyses involving gene sequences and protein

structures also show that the relatively high

variability at the sequence level does not prevent

the IG and TR domain 3D structures from being

highly conserved. All these observations indicate

that many questions regarding the evolution of these

genes have yet to be answered. As we show in this

paper, combining bioinformatics and standardized

data provides many ways and methods to study the

evolution of these gene sequences.

The most insightful way to trace the evolutionary

relationships between a set of gene sequences is to

reconstruct their phylogenetic tree. This phylogenetic

tree enables rapid and efficient visual comparison of

the sequence identity levels between the different

genes. It can also help to spot positively selected

amino acids [14], or to detect correlated mutations

at the sequence level [15,16]. However, doing

phylogenetic analysis out of data coming from on-

line databases often remains a daunting task, since it

requires several steps: downloading the sequences,

aligning them using multiple alignment softwares,

visually checking the alignment, choosing a recon-

struction method (among a large spectrum of

available ones), selecting the appropriate software,

rooting the obtained tree, evaluating the reliability of

the tree, and finally drawing the final tree. Moreover,

there is no standardization for the sequence selection,

and different multiple alignment computer programs

(CLUSTALW [17], DIALIGN [18], etc.) can be used,

with different parameters (default or custom, positions

with gaps removed or not), which often results in

different alignments (see [19,20], for example). These

different alignments can then be used with one of the

numerous reconstruction methods provided in soft-

ware packages such as PAUP [21], PHYLIP [22] or

MEGA [23], and generally different trees are

obtained. The problem is that there is no way to

compare trees reconstructed from different data and

with different parameters. In order to provide a

common base for IG and TR sequence comparison

and evolutionary analyses, we created IMGT/Phylo-

Gene, the first tool to use the IMGT expertized and

standardized sequence data for automated compara-

tive analyses, and the first on-line software package

for phylogenetic reconstruction to be integrated to a

sequence database.

2. Materials

2.1. IMGT/PhyloGene standardized data

2.1.1. IMGT reference sequences

The IMGT/PhyloGene standardized reference

sequence data consists of the V-REGION alleles

(*01) from the IMGT reference directory sets which

comprise one representative of each functional or

ORF allele of each gene (available in IMGT

Repertoire [3,4,24], http://imgt.cines.fr). In IMGT/

PhyloGene, as in the other IMGT databases, Web

resources and tools, genes are named according to the

IMGT nomenclature. IMGT genes and alleles names

were approved by the HUGO Nomenclature
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Committee (HGNC) in 1999 [25] and entered in

LocusLink (NCBI, USA), GDB (Toronto, Canada)

and GeneCards [3,4,26,27].

2.1.2. IMGT unique numbering

In the IMGT reference sequences, gaps and

delimitations of the framework regions (FR-IMGT)

and complementarity determining regions (CDR-

IMGT) are set according to the IMGT unique

numbering for V-REGION [3,4,28–30]. The IMGT

unique numbering for V-REGION is valid whatever

the receptor type (IG or TR), whatever the chain type

(heavy, kappa, lambda for the IG; alpha, beta, gamma,

delta for the TR) and whatever the species. It is also

valid for the V-LIKE domains of non-IG or non-TR

molecules [28–30].

2.1.3. Benefits of using standardized data

IMGT/PhyloGene standardized sequences obviate

the need for very time consuming sequence selection

of previously known sequences and multiple align-

ment procedures. They provide a reliable and

controlled set of reference sequences, allowing trees

to be compared. Moreover, all the sequences respect

the same common rules, since they are aligned

according to the IMGT unique numbering. This

means that conserved amino acids are at the same

standardized position, and that gaps are inserted at the

correct standardized positions. In this situation, a set

of sequences constitutes a multiple alignment in itself.

2.1.4. IMGT/PhyloGene database

For a faster access, the V-REGION allele (*01)

sequences used for analysis are stored within a

separate database. The IMGT/PhyloGene database

also contains the corresponding V-RS sequences,

since the software offers the possibility to use the

reconstructed tree as support for evolutionary ana-

lyses of the V-RS sequences. The IMGT/Phylogene

database currently contains 724 IG and TR alleles

(*01), which represent one sequence for each

functional or ORF IG and TR V-GENE from Homo

sapiens and Mus musculus (Table 1) [3,4].

2.1.5. User-entered data

IMGT/PhyloGene can analyse V-REGION

sequences which are not contained in its database

but which are provided by the user. The only

Table 1

Content of the IMGT/PhyloGene database for the H. sapiens and M. musculus V-REGION alleles (*01) and availability of the other alleles

Species Group Number of alleles (*01)a Number of all allelesb Accession numberc References

H. sapiens IGHV 55 237 ALIGN_000299 [3,31–33]

H. sapiens IGKV 45 64 ALIGN_000321 [3,33–35]

H. sapiens IGLV 39 78 ALIGN_000420 [3,33,36,37]

H. sapiens TRAV 46 104 ALIGN_000306 [4,38,39]

H. sapiens TRBV 64 138 ALIGN_000302 [4,39,40]

H. sapiens TRDV 3 6 ALIGN_000305 [4,39]

H. sapiens TRGV 10 19 ALIGN_000191 [4,39]

M. musculus IGHV 211 234 ALIGN_000439

M. musculus IGKV 119 131 ALIGN_000434 [41]

M. musculus IGLV 3 5 ALIGN_000435

M. musculus TRAV 86 209 ALIGN_000445 [83]

M. musculus TRBV 26 52 ALIGN_000440 [42]

M. musculus TRDV 10 16 ALIGN_000443 [43,83]

M. musculus TRGV 7 27 ALIGN_000444

Total 724

Sequences in FASTA format and with gaps according to the IMGT numbering are available in IMGT Repertoire, http://imgt.cines.fr.

Alignments in CLUSTALW format and IMGT numbering are available in IMGT-Align, http://imgt.cines.fr (IMGT Repertoire . Proteins and

alleles), and in EMBL-Align [44] via SRS (http://srs.ebi.ac.uk). Locus representations, germline gene tables, alignments of alleles and Colliers

de Perles [3,4,24,45] are available in IMGT Repertoire.
a Number of V-REGION allele (*01) sequences, per group, in the IMGT/PhyloGene database.
b Number of all V-REGION allele sequences, per group, in the IMGT-and EMBL-Align alignments.
c The accession numbers are identical for IMGT-Align and EMBL-Align.
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constraint is that these sequences are entered in

FASTA format and with gaps according to the IMGT

numbering. This format with gaps can be obtained

using IMGT/V-QUEST [1,45–47] (http://imgt.cines.

fr). If other V-REGION alleles, different from (*01),

need to be entered, then they can be retrieved from the

IMGT reference directory V-REGION sets or from

IMGT-or EMBL-ALIGN (Table 1).

3. Methods

3.1. Choice of the distance approach for

reconstructing phylogenies in IMGT/PhyloGene

There are many different methods to build a

phylogenetic tree from sequence data (see [48] for a

detailed review of the different methods):

(1) Parsimony methods. Given a set of observed

homologous sequences, the goal of parsimony

methods is to find the shortest tree in terms of number

of mutations required to obtain these sequences. The

inherent simplicity of parsimony methods has always

made them attractive. However, whereas they usually

behave quite well with sequences presenting a high rate

of identity among themselves, it has been shown that

parsimony methods suffer from several drawbacks

[49]. One of these drawbacks is their statistical

inconsistency, which implies that the probability for

them to find the correct tree (i.e. the real history) does

not always increase as the length of the sequence

increases. A consequence of this inconsistency is that

parsimony methods are sensible to the long branch

attraction phenomenon [49]. Indeed, if two branches in

the real tree are very long, they might incorrectly end

up joined together in the reconstructed tree. This is

caused by superimposed changes, which make highly

divergent sequences look closer than they actually are.

(2) Maximum likelihood methods [50]. They are

assumed to be the most accurate reconstruction

methods. In particular, they have been shown to be

relatively robust of violations of the models of

evolution they usually rely on [51]. Since they use

computationally heavy optimization procedures, the

main drawback with maximum likelihood methods is

that they are very slow.

(3) Distance methods. They take as input a set of

pairwise distances between sequences, estimated from

nucleotide or protein sequences according to a

selected model of evolution. The use of a model of

evolution enables to correct the observed distances for

surimposed changes, and therefore limits the effect of

the long branch attraction phenomenon. Their main

drawback is that reducing a multiple alignment to a

distance matrix necessarily results in a loss of

information, which may limit the topological accu-

racy of the results. The main benefit of distance

methods is that they are generally fast, and they

enable the use of sophisticated models of evolution

(such as those taking into account heterogeneous rates

of substitution among sites, for example).

In IMGT/PhyloGene, we adopted a distance

approach, with the main goal of maximizing the

speed of the on-line analysis. Phylogenetic analysis

using a distance approach necessitates three distinct

steps: (a) aligning the sequences, such that each

position in the multiple alignment corresponds to the

same position in the ancestral sequence. As shown

above, the alignment step is not necessary when using

IMGT/PhyloGene; (b) computing a distance matrix

between the sequences; and (c) reconstructing a tree

from this distance matrix.

3.2. Computing a distance matrix: choice of models

and parameters in IMGT/PhyloGene

In the context of phylogenetic analyses, a distance

matrix is simply a square matrix in which each entry

corresponds to an estimated evolutionary distance

between two sequences from a multiple alignment. In

its simplest form, an evolutionary distance between

two sequences can be defined as the proportion of

differences, at the nucleotide level, between the two

sequences. The proportion of differences is the ratio

between the number of nucleotide substitutions

necessary to transform one sequence into the other

and the length of the aligned sequences.

Since there can be hidden substitutions in the course

of evolution, the proportion of observed differences

between two sequences often underestimates the real

number of substitutions. For this reason, the observed

distance between the two sequences is corrected using

one of the available stochastic models of evolution (see

[48] for a review). We considered four distinct models

of evolution for use with IMGT/PhyloGene: Jukes-

Cantor (JC69) [52], Kimura 2-parameters (K2P) [53],
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F84 [54,55], and the Poisson correction [48]. The JC

model assumes equal rates of substitutions among all

nucleotides, while the K2P model differentiates the

rate of transitions from the rate of transversions. The

F84 model is similar to the K2P model, except that it

assumes unequal nucleotide frequencies. The Poisson

correction model is an amino acid distance, and

assumes that the number of amino acid substitutions

at each site follows the Poisson distribution. Using an

amino acid distance can be useful when analysing

coding sequences, since synonymous sites mutate

faster than the other sites, and are very often saturated.

All of these models assume that the substitution

rates are equal along the multiple alignment, which

may not always be the case [56]. The rate heterogen-

eity within a set of aligned sequences is generally

modeled using a gamma distribution. A unique

parameter, denoted a; determines the shape of the

distribution and therefore the level of rate heterogen-

eity within the sequences. When a , 1; the gamma

distribution is close to an exponential distribution,

which implies that the rate heterogeneity is very

important. When a grows, the gamma distribution

becomes closer and closer to a normal distribution,

and tends towards rate homogeneity. For a given set of

sequences, the value of the a parameter can be

estimated using maximum likelihood methods (e.g.

PAML [57]).

To assess the different models of evolution in the

IMGT/PhyloGene context, we constructed several

datasets of IG and TR sequences, as representatives of

different analyses which could be performed with

IMGT/PhyloGene. The first datasets contained

sequences from the same group and same species,

but from different subgroups. The second datasets

contained sequences from the same species, but from

different groups. The third datasets contained various

sequences from different species. For each dataset, we

calculated the distance matrices corresponding to the

above models. Then, we applied Neighbor-Joining

(NJ) (see below) with each of the distance matrices as

input and compared the obtained trees. We also used

PAML [57] to estimate both the a parameter and the

transition/transversion ratio, for each dataset. We then

used the obtained values to create refined trees, and

compared those trees to the initial ones.

For each dataset, the initial trees, obtained with the

JC, K2P and F84 models, were almost identical, in

terms of topology. The trees obtained with the Poisson

distance were slightly different from the trees

obtained with the other models. However, the group

and subgroup distinctions were conserved. The

average estimated a parameter was 1.296, while the

average estimated transition/transversion ratio was

2.343, over all datasets. Using these parameters, new

distances matrices were re-estimated using DNA-

DIST, from the PHYLIP package, and the correspond-

ing trees were reconstructed using NJ. For all datasets,

the topology of the refined trees were identical to the

topology of the initial trees, except for a few very

short branches.

These results tend to show that taking into account

rate heterogeneity and the estimated transition/trans-

version ratio does not provide visible differences or

improvements to the reconstructed trees, in the

context of the IMGT/PhyloGene analyses. While it

is likely that they could improve the results in some

cases, the a parameter and the transition/transversion

ratio seem very often dataset-specific. Unfortunately,

estimating these parameters would not be possible in

the IMGT/PhyloGene context, due to the enormous

computational burden of the estimation process.

For these reasons, we decide to use only two

models of evolution in IMGT/PhyloGene: the F84

model and the Poisson correction. The F84 model is

the most complex and generic model, among those

available. The Poisson correction is well suited when

the synonymous substitutions rate is well higher than

the non-synonymous substitutions rate. For the above

reasons, we do not use a gamma correction in those

models. We also do not make any particular

assumptions regarding the expected transition/trans-

version ratio and use the distance equations provided

in Ref. [54,48].

When computing the distance matrix, IMGT/Phy-

loGene discards the highly variable positions corre-

sponding to the CDR1-IMGT, CDR2-IMGT and

CDR3-IMGT, by default. This strategy is generally

adopted for the IG and TR variable genes [5,6,8].

Indeed, CDR regions evolve not only by substitutions,

but also by codon insertions and deletions, and are

difficult to align with accuracy, due to their unequal

lengths and high variability. Since the IMGT

numbering provides information about the position

and length of these regions, it is very easy to discard

them, in a standardized way, in the IMGT/PhyloGene
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tool. However, IMGT/PhyloGene has an option which

allows to keep the CDR-IMGT in the analysis, and

which can be used, for example, when the V-REGIONs

have identical CDR-IMGT lengths. This option is

particularly useful for comparative analysis example

of mutated variable sequences during the antibody

affinity maturation (in vivo or in vitro). In both cases

(default or option), the CDR-IMGT are stored in the

IMGT/PhyloGene database and, as shown below, can

be displayed later at the tips of the obtained tree.

3.3. Synonymous and non-synonymous substitution

rates in IMGT/PhyloGene

In IMGT/PhyloGene, the synonymous and non-

synonymous substitution rates between two nucleo-

tide sequences are estimated using the Gojobori and

Nei method [58]. Comparing synonymous and non-

synonymous substitution rates allows to gain better

insight into the evolutionary pressure acting at the

sequence level [5,6,11]. Given a group of homologous

sequences, it is generally considered that when the

average synonymous substitution rate (Ks) is greater

than the average non-synonymous substitution rate

(Ka), the sequences are undergoing ‘purifying’ selec-

tion, which means that non-synonymous mutations

are eliminated. On the opposite side, when Ks is

smaller than Ka; the sequence are undergoing

‘diversifying’ selection, which means that non-

synonymous mutations are favoured.

3.4. Tree reconstruction: choice of the Neighbor-

Joining method in IMGT/PhyloGene

In IMGT/PhyloGene, phylogenetic trees are recon-

structed using the NJ algorithm [59]. The NJ algorithm

is one of the most popular methods for reconstructing

phylogenetic trees from a matrix of pairwise evol-

utionary distances. Starting from a star tree (in which

all the taxa are connected to a single interior node), the

NJ algorithm follows an agglomerative scheme: it

iteratively picks a pair of taxa, creates a new node

which represents the cluster of these taxa, estimates the

branch length between the two taxa and the new node,

and reduces the distance matrix by replacing both taxa

by this node. This cycle is repeated until only three taxa

remain. To agglomerate pair of nodes, NJ follows the

minimum-evolution principle, which consists in

selecting the tree with the smallest sum of branch

lengths. It must be noticed that NJ does not always find

the shortest possible tree, since the agglomeration

process is guided by a greedy heuristics. However, this

does not prevent NJ from showing good performances,

because the correct tree itself is generally not the

shortest one, but only close to the shortest one [60].

Besides its good performances, NJ is one of the fastest

tree reconstruction methods available today, and is

therefore very well suited to on-line analysis.

3.5. Rooting the trees: midpoint and outgroup

methods used in IMGT/PhyloGene

Rooted trees are much more understandable than

unrooted trees, since the labels (i.e. the gene names)

are regularly spaced on the vertical axis. However, the

tree reconstruction algorithm (NJ) used in IMGT/Phy-

loGene yields unrooted trees, like most phylogenetic

reconstruction methods. The reason is that the most

frequently used models of evolution (such as the K2P

model [53]), which form the basis of many recon-

struction algorithms (such as NJ), are reversible and

do not define an evolutionary direction (for example,

an ‘A’ is free to mutate to a ‘G’ and then back to an

‘A’). As a consequence, the location of the root within

the tree cannot be determined. Therefore, rooting a

phylogenetic tree constitutes an additional procedure,

which is generally performed after the reconstruction

procedure. There are two main methods for rooting

the trees [48], which are both implemented in IMGT/

PhyloGene: the midpoint method and the outgroup

method.

The midpoint method assumes a weak form of

molecular clock mode of evolution: assuming that the

most divergent lineages have evolved at the same rate,

the midpoint method locates the root at the midpoint

of the tree path connecting the two most divergent

taxa. In IMGT/PhyloGene, the trees built using the NJ

algorithm are rooted by default using the midpoint

method.

The outgroup method involves selecting one or

several outgroup sequences. These sequences, which

are assumed to lie outside the monophyletic group of

interest, need to be included in the analysis. After

reconstruction, the position in the tree where the

outgroup branches to the monophyletic group of

interest locates the root of the tree. The choice of
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the outgroup is obviously very important and depends

on the sequences within the analysis. A set of IG

V-REGIONs can be rooted using one or several TR V-

REGIONS, and conversely, a set of TR V-REGIONs

can be rooted using one or several IG V-REGIONs. A

set which would include IG and TR V-REGIONs can

be rooted using outgroup sequences from the V-LIKE

immunoglobulin superfamily [30,61] sequences, such

as CD4, CD8A and CD8B. The use of several outgroup

sequences instead of a single one is assumed to provide

a more accurate rooting, because it reduces the long

branch attraction phenomenon. Moreover, rooting the

tree with one or several outgroup sequences is often

assumed to be more reliable than using the midpoint

procedure.

3.6. Drawing trees with or without branch lengths:

IMGT/PhyloGene implementation

In IMGT/PhyloGene, the rooted trees can be drawn

with or without branch lengths. In a tree drawn ‘with

branch lengths’, branch lengths have a meaning in

term of evolutionary distances between genes (ances-

tral and observed). In a tree drawn ‘without branch

lengths’, branch lengths do not have any particular

meaning in term of evolutionary distances, and are

just used to provide a horizontal alignment of the gene

names. Although there are several software packages

for drawing trees, e.g. DRAWGRAM, DRAWTREE,

from the PHYLIP package [22], NJPLOT [62], or

PHYLODENDRON [63], none of them was fast and

flexible enough to be integrated to an on-line tree

reconstruction and visualisation tool. Consequently,

we implemented our own tree visualisation appli-

cation for drawing rooted phylogenetic trees, which

produces vertically oriented phenograms out of rooted

trees, with or without branch lengths and in a format

suitable for Web display.

3.7. Original features of the IMGT/PhyloGene trees

Once a IMGT/PhyloGene tree has been obtained, it

is possible to use it as a support for further

evolutionary analyses. For example, it is possible to

study the evolution of certain subsequences by

displaying them at the tips of the rooted phylogenetic

tree, along with the corresponding gene names,

accession numbers and species. The tree must be

drawn without branch lengths, so as to align the

subsequences. In IMGT/PhyloGene, it is possible to

display the complementarity determining regions

(CDR1-IMGT, CDR2-IMGT and germline CDR3-

IMGT), the framework regions (FR1-IMGT, FR2-

IMGT and FR3-IMGT) or, when available, the

variable recombination signals (V-RS).

This feature is particularly useful for CDR-

IMGT, since it will give clues about the evolution

of this crucial antigen binding region. For example,

the number of amino acids that constitute the CDR

is important for the variability and capacity to bind

antigens [64] or to get insights into the evolution

of the IG [7,65]. The CDR-IMGT lengths are

crucial information to characterise subgroups and

genes [3,4,66]. For that reason, a procedure has

been added in IMGT/PhyloGene, which allows to

reconstruct the ancestral CDR lengths (in number

of nucleotides) using a Most Parsimonious Recon-

struction (MPR) algorithm [48,67].

The possibility given by IMGT/PhyloGene to

surimpose the V-RS sequences with the tree calcu-

lated on the framework regions may also prove very

useful for understanding the evolution of these

sequences [68] and the mechanisms involved in

V-D-J rearrangements.

3.8. IMGT/PhyloGene implementation

IMGT/PhyloGene is fully integrated to the rest of

the IMGT information system. The sequences are

stored in a MySQL relational database [69], so as to

increase the speed of the data retrieving operations.

The MySQL database is regularly updated to

include newly added reference sequences, or to

mirror the changes made to some reference

sequences within the IMGT reference directory

sets. The distance calculation procedure, the tree

building algorithm, the rooting procedures, the

generation of graphical tree representations and the

most parsimonious reconstruction of CDR-IMGT

lengths have been implemented in the C language

[70]. The estimation of synonymous and non-

synonymous substitution rates, and the scripts

which generate Web pages have been implemented

in the Perl language [71].
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4. Results

4.1. IMGT/PhyloGene selection page

The first Web page in IMGT/PhyloGene is the

sequence selection page (Fig. 1). This page allows to

select V-REGION gene sequences from the IMGT/

PhyloGene database, and also to add user-supplied

V-REGION gene sequences to the analysis. Due to

limitations of HTML-based user interfaces, the

selection process is still the most time-consuming

task in IMGT/PhyloGene. However, once the selec-

tion is done, it takes less than a minute to reconstruct a

phylogenetic tree with IMGT/PhyloGene and the user

is only two clicks away from obtaining a graphical

tree representation out of the selected sequences.

The IMGT/PhyloGene selection process follows

an interactive approach and can be seen as filling

a bag (or a cart) of sequences. When starting an

IMGT-PhyloGene session, the user’s selection is

empty. As shown in Fig. 1, three drop-down menus

on the left part of the screen allow the user to select

the desired species, group, and (optionally) sub-

group, as described in IMGT-ONTOLOGY [3,4,

72–74]. This will automatically reload the screen

with the corresponding gene names displayed in the

multiple selection list, on the right part of the

screen. The user can then select the genes to analyse

from the list. Then, clicking on the ‘Add to

selection’ button will add the corresponding

sequences to the selection. At any moment, the

user can empty the selection using the ‘Reset’

button.

On the same Web page, a text area allows the user

to supply its own sequences, in FASTA format. To be

compared with the other sequences, the user-supplied

Fig. 1. IMGT/PhyloGene sequence selection page. The three drop-down menus on the left part of the screen allow the user to select the desired

species, group and subgroup. This will automatically reload the screen with the corresponding gene names, displayed in the multiple selection

list on the right part of the screen. For example, for a selection of the H. sapiens IGHV group and IGHV1 subgroup, the list of the IGHV1 gene

names will automatically appear in the gene name selection list. The user can then select the gene sequences to analyse (by default, all the genes

are selected). The corresponding sequences are those of the allele (*01) of each selected gene. The user can add his (her) own sequences by

pasting them in the text area located in the lower part of the screen (for more information, refer to the text and to the IMGT/PhyloGene

Documentation on the IMGT web site, http://imgt.cines.fr).
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sequences need to respect both the maximum length

(in number of nucleotides) of the V-REGION and the

gap positions of the FR-IMGT and CDR-IMGT

according to the IMGT unique numbering. The

IMGT/V-QUEST tool [46,47], freely available on-

line at http://imgt.cines.fr, provides V-REGION

sequences in FASTA format with gaps according to

the IMGT unique numbering, ready for use in IMGT/

PhyloGene. However partial sequences, or sequences

which are too distant from those of the IMGT

reference directory may be incorrectly aligned by

IMGT/V-QUEST. In this case, the positioning of the

gaps should be done manually, and partial sequences

in 50 and/or 30 should be completed with gaps.

If the tree has to be rooted with one or several

outgroup sequences, the gene name(s) of the

sequence(s) can be selected from the IMGT/Phylo-

Gene multiple selection list, or the user outgroup

sequence(s) can be pasted into the text area, at

this step.

4.2. IMGT/PhyloGene selected sequences page

Each time a set of sequences is added to the user’s

selection, the whole resulting selection is displayed in

the IMGT/PhyloGene selected sequences page

(Fig. 2). From this page, the user can perform

the following actions: (1) go back to the selection

page, so as to select more sequences; (2) compute a

distance matrix from the selected sequences; (3)

compute the synonymous and non-synonymous sub-

stitution rates within the selected sequences. From the

same Web page, the user can also download the

multiple alignment in the standard non-interleaved

PHYLIP format to his (her) own computer. This

feature can be useful if using another phylogenetic

reconstruction software is needed. The F84 model was

chosen as the default option for distance matrix

computation, because it is a reasonably complex

model for nucleotide sequences. However, if

the estimated synonymous substitutions rate is

Fig. 2. IMGT/PhyloGene selected sequences page. On this screen, the selected sequences are aligned, and the regions corresponding to the

FR-IMGT and CDR-IMGT are shown. Note that the CDR-IMGT are automatically removed from the alignments for the phylogenetic analysis,

but can still be displayed as an output option of the resulting trees.
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significantly higher than the non-synonymous substi-

tutions rate, the Poisson model is likely to provide more

accurate estimates of the evolutionary distances

between the selected sequences. However, the Poisson

distance requires the nucleotide sequences to be

translated into amino acid sequences, which decreases

the sequence length and therefore increases the

variance of the estimates.

4.3. IMGT/PhyloGene substitution rates result page

The IMGT/PhyloGene substitution rates result

page (Fig. 3) provides, at the top of the page, the

average values of Ks and Ka for all the analysed

sequences. The Ks and Ka for the sequences compared

two by two are displayed in the table below these

average values. When the Ks is superior to the Ka

(denoting ‘purifying selection’), the row of the array

is colored in blue. When the Ks is lesser than the Ka

(denoting “diversifying selection”), the row is colored

in red. Note that the displayed substitution rates are

corrected using a Jukes-Cantor evolution model [52].

According to this model, the correction is not

applicable if the observed substitution rate is greater

than 0.75. When one of the two substitution rates

cannot be calculated, the row is left in black.

4.4. IMGT/PhyloGene distance matrix result page

The IMGT/PhyloGene distance matrix result page

(Fig. 4) is only displayed for information purpose.

Clicking on the unique Web button at the bottom of

this page triggers the tree reconstruction using the

Neighbor-Joining (NJ) algorithm.

4.5. IMGT/PhyloGene tree with branch lengths

The default output of IMGT/PhyloGene is a tree

with branch lengths, rooted using the midpoint

procedure (Fig. 5A). After selection of the outgroup

sequence(s) among the analysed sequences, clicking

on the ‘Go’ button displays the corresponding

Fig. 3. IMGT/PhyloGene substitution rates result page. The average values for the Ks and Ka of all the analysed sequences are shown at the top

of the page. The Ks and Ka between the sequences, compared two by two, are displayed in the table below.
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rooted tree (Fig. 5B). At any moment, the user can

re-display the same tree, rooted with the midpoint

procedure. The same Web page offers two

additional actions: (1) the user can go back to the

sequence selection page to add outgroup sequences

if needed, and (2) can download the tree in the

standard Newick format. This provides a way, for

example, to draw the reconstructed tree using third-

party softwares.

4.6. IMGT/PhyloGene tree without branch lengths

and IMGT/PhyloGene tree alignment pages

IMGT/PhyloGene trees without branch lengths

(Fig. 6A) can be displayed by clicking on the IMGT/

PhyloGene ‘tree without branch lengths’ button at

the bottom of each page displaying a tree with branch

lengths (and conversely). The IMGT/PhyloGene tree

without branch lengths allows sophisticated displays,

designated as IMGT/PhyloGene tree alignment pages

(Fig. 6B). Indeed, they comprise the display of

the reconstructed tree, either with the V-REGION

subsequences, such as the CDR1-, CDR2-, CDR3-,

FR1-, FR2-or FR3-IMGT, or the associated V-RS

subsequences. To generate such a representation,

the user simply needs to select the subsequences to

display and then to click on the ‘Show’ button. If a

tree with CDR1-, CDR2-or CDR3-IMGT is displayed,

it is also possible to calculate and display the ancestral

lengths of the observed CDR1-, CDR2-or CDR3-

IMGT (Fig. 6B) by clicking on the single button at the

bottom of the page.

5. Discussion and directions for further research

and developments

Owing to the IMGT/PhyloGene rapidity and

scalability, it is possible to build trees out of several

hundreds of sequences. By analysing user sequences,

together with sequences from the IMGT/PhyloGene

database, the IMGT/PhyloGene tool is particularly

Fig. 4. IMGT/PhyloGene distance matrix result page. Clicking on the unique button at the bottom of this page (not shown) triggers the tree

reconstruction using the Neighbor-Joining (NJ) algorithm.
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Fig. 5. IMGT/PhyloGene phylogenetic tree with branch lengths. The tree found by the Neighbor-Joining (NJ) algorithm is displayed rooted

using (A) the midpoint procedure, (B) a single outgroup sequence (TRBV1*01). IMGT gene and allele name, IMGT/LIGM-DB accession

number, and species latine name are displayed systematically for sequences coming from the IMGT/PhyloGene database.
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Fig. 6. IMGT/PhyloGene phylogenetic tree without branch lengths. (A) The tree found by Neighbor-Joining (NJ) algorithm is displayed rooted

using a single outgroup sequence (TRBV1*01). (B) IMGT/PhyloGene tree alignment page displaying the same tree with the corresponding

CDR1-IMGT subsequences at the tips of the tree. The ancestral lengths of the CDR1-IMGT, calculated using a most-parsimonious

reconstruction procedure, are also displayed. IMGT gene and allele name, IMGT/LIGM-DB accession number, and species Latin names are

displayed systematically for sequences coming from the IMGT/PhyloGene database.
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useful to conduct sequence identity searches, to assign

new genes or alleles to a given subgroup, or to relate

genes from different species to human or mouse genes

or subgroups. It can also be used to identify suitable

human FR regions for creating humanized antibody,

when using the CDR-grafting technique. Indeed, it has

been shown that grafting mouse CDR onto germline

human FR regions which are very close to the initial

mouse FR region yields functionally equivalent

humanized antibodies, with reduced immunogenicity

[75–78].

IMGT/PhyloGene also provides a very useful tool

for studying the evolution of the CDR-IMGT lengths

and sequences, and for validating the reconstructed

phylogeny. Indeed, the history of codon insertions/

deletions in the CDR-IMGT and the comparison of

the CDR-IMGT sequence data will allow critical

assessment and validation of the phylogeny recon-

structed uniquely from the framework regions. As an

example, it will be of interest to check whether two

insertions observed in close but concurrent branches

of the reconstructed tree arose from independent

insertion events (in which case the phylogeny is

correct), or from a unique event (in which case the

phylogeny is locally incorrect). The ability of IMGT/

PhyloGene to provide insights into the evolution of

V-RS sequences is also very useful, and we are

currently considering extensions of this functionality

to 50 introns, leaders and other subsequences.

The only limitation with IMGT/PhyloGene is that

it does not provide information related to the

reliability of the reconstructed trees. The estimation

is generally done using the bootstrap procedure [79],

which provides numerical measures of the robustness

of a reconstructed history with regard to sampling

noise. Performing a bootstrap analysis consists in

generating hundreds of replicated, slightly modified,

multiple alignments from the initial alignment, and

then in applying the same reconstruction algorithm to

each of these replicate datasets. This procedure is

computationally heavy and therefore not suited to on-

line analysis. However there are other ways to

measure the reliability of reconstructed trees, such

as the interior branch tests [80]. Integrating interior

branch tests within the IMGT/PhyloGene tree rep-

resentations represents a future direction for develop-

ment. However, since both the data used in the

reconstruction and the reconstructed tree can be

downloaded to the user’s computer, performing

bootstrap analysis using third-party softwares, such

as PHYLIP, should be relatively straightforward.

At the moment, only the (*01) alleles are available

in IMGT/PhyloGene. Introducing the other alleles

within the database and allowing the user to select

them without flooding him with data represents a

direction for further research. Nonetheless, allele

sequences can already be included into the analysis

using the text area at the bottom of the selection page.

However, it is important to remember that the default

option in IMGT/PhyloGene automatically discards

the CDR-IMGT regions for the phylogenetic analysis.

In this case, the variability located in the CDR-IMGT

is not taken into account, and allele sequences may

end up incorrectly placed within the resulting tree.

Also note that the nucleotide and amino acid

differences between two alleles can be visualised in

the IMGT Alignments of alleles (in the IMGT

repertoire), and analysed with the IMGT/Allele-

Align tool, also available at http://imgt.cines.fr.

Another development direction is to add pseudogenes

to the sequences available for selection. The main

problem is that many of them are partial and/or too

divergent to position gaps according to the IMGT

unique numbering.

It must be noted that the NJ method is usually used

to reconstruct speciation trees, i.e. trees aimed at

representing the relationships between sets of

observed species. In the IMGT/PhyloGene context,

the goal is to rapidly reconstruct gene trees for sets of

IG and TR genes. While gene trees are conceptually

different from speciation trees, they can be recon-

structed using the same methods and algorithms as

those used in reconstructing speciation trees from

sequences. Nonetheless, there exists ongoing research

to integrate the information provided by the gene

order on the chromosome to get deeper insights into

the evolution of gene families [81,82].

6. Conclusion

The goal of IMGT/PhyloGene is to automate the

phylogenetic analysis of IG and TR genes using Web

components and on-line graphical visualisation tools.

IMGT/PhyloGene provides fast and relatively accu-

rate reconstructions of phylogenetic trees, and also
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provides estimations of synonymous and non-synon-

ymous substitution rates. It has also been designed to

be as user-friendly as possible, and does not require

the user to possess deep knowledge about phyloge-

netic analysis. It also does not necessitate to install

third-party alignment, reconstruction and vizualisa-

tion softwares on the user’s computer. IMGT/Phylo-

Gene makes it possible to conduct large scale

evolutionary analysis on several hundreds IG and

TR genes on the IMGT expertised and standardized

data. It also provides a good illustration of the benefits

of standardized data, in that they enable sequence

comparisons, and constitute an important step before

computer based analysis.
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